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“Eight years down the road my expectations
have been fully met!”
Nearly eight years have passed since Emmanuel Destrijker from Plessisville, Quebec in Canada, installed a DACS ventilation system in his new layer house. Even though he was the first to buy such
a system in Canada he was convinced the system would work. Eight years down the road his expectations have been fully met!

Air distributed to every single corner
“No matter the time of year, I always see a constant and uniform airflow in my DACS house. During autumn,
winter and spring the mixing of warm room air with incoming air is second to none. The mixing ensures a
warm, dry and well ventilated house with identical temperatures wherever I look. During the warm summer
days the blow of cool air brings a fairly high airspeed to every single corner of my system and that is something my birds like”, Destrijker says with a smile.

Peace of mind
“Perhaps what tells the most about the capabilities of the DACS system is that I have never seen my birds
troubled by heat during the periods with high outside temperatures. And during cooler days the mixing of incoming air with warm room air keeps the in-house climate in perfect balance so I know my DACS system easily takes care of things. Simply put, I have complete peace of mind no matter the weather forecast.”

The only difference
“Over a 51 week period my Dekalb Whites lay 335 eggs on average. The quality of feed and water of course
play its part in the equation but during the eight years in production I have never experienced even the slightest drop in laying percentage. I know some of my colleagues experience these drops from time to time, especially during the weeks after those very warm days. The only difference between them and me is our choice
of ventilation system.”

Less time to get parts
“One would expect a certain amount of replacement parts needed after eight years in production but until now I have only replaced parts totaling a value of 800 CAD — and not one single fan motor! When ordering from DACS in Denmark, it quite often takes less time to get the parts than when ordering parts from here
in Quebec so in all aspects I must say I did the right thing when I ordered my DACS ventilation and control
system.”
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